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Subject: Your por'olio has been reviewed
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 at 2:58:44 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Van Arsdale Por'olios
To: Carolina Kim
Priority: Low

Dear Carolina Kim,

Your midterm portfolio review has been completed by Carolina Kim.

Here are the results:

Organization
How discussions are structured (introduction with a strong thesis statement, body, conclusion), including
transitions and “flow” between sentences and paragraphs. For informal writing, this includes thoughtful
reflection and observations that may lead towards a main idea or point of view.

EXCEEDS: Your work is well organized around main ideas that build toward well-developed and well-
supported conclusions.

--

Critical Thinking & Development
How you examine and analyze an idea or problem, including how you reflect on, interpret and analyze
examples. For formal writing this also includes how you use these things to support your main idea and get
to your conclusion.

EXCEEDS: Your discussions of key concepts are thorough. Examples are fully explored and analyzed to
support main ideas and to lead readers to logical conclusions.

--

Audience
How your discussions consider the audience you are writing for.

EXCEEDS: Your discussions demonstrate a clear awareness of specific audiences by providing the right
amount of background information.

--

Voice & Style
How words and language are used to set the mood and meaning in your writing.

EXCEEDS: Your voice is strongly present throughout each piece. You take strong positions and
communicate with boldness, purpose and imagination. Your writing uses language in interesting ways with
varied sentences and creative word choices.
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--

Grammar & Proofreading

EXCEEDS: Your writing shows that you have re-read your work carefully to correct errors at the sentence
level.

--

Portfolio Completeness

MEETS: Your portfolio seems to be complete, with an appropriate number and types of assignments.

--

Comments from the Reviewer:

These are my comments for SD.

Best,

The Van Arsdale Portfolio Review Team


